DF6FABBL
50's Retro style
60cm 50's Style Freestanding Dishwasher in Black
Energy rating: A+++A
EAN13: 8017709226244
13 place settings
10 programmes: Soak, Crystal, ECO, Rapid 27 min, ECO Quick, Delicate and
Quick, Normal Quick, Auto 45-65, Ultraclean, Super Quick.
5 washing temperatures (38°C, 45°C, 50°C, 65°C, 70°C)
Delay timer option 1-9 h
½ load FlexiZone option
Option for tabs FlexiTabs
Planetarium wash system
Quick Time option
Total Aquastop
Concealed heating element
Adjustable water softener
Self balancing door hinges
St/steel filter
Aquatest
Third cutlery basket – Flexi Duo
Upper Basket: With central fixed racks
Height adjustment of the upper basket: On three horizontal levels
Lower Basket: With double foldable rack
Maximum plate diameter 30cm
Average wash time approximately 100 mins, but Quick Time can reduce this by up
to 55%
Colour co-ordinating cutlery basket and racks
Consumption (based on 280 cycles):
Water: 2520 litres per annum/ 9L/cycle
Energy: 230 kW/year/ 0.81 kWh/cycle
Noise level: 43 dB (A) RE 1 Pw
NB: This model replaces the DF6FABNE2
Energy efficiency class: A+++, Cleaning performance: A, Drying performance: A
Reference programme: Eco, Duration of Eco programme: 175 mins
Energy consumption: Standby off mode: 0.02 W, Standby on mode: 0.80 W.
Duration of Standby On mode: 5 mins
NB: This product is free-standing. It is possible, however, to remove the top in order to
slot it beneath a worktop. This operation must be carried out by authorized personnel.

Functions
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A+++:
Product energy rating, measured from A+++ to D / G depending on the prodct family.

A:
Product drying performance, measured from A+++ to D / G depending on the product family

Planetarium wash system:
The Planetarium wash system has an innovative double simultaneous motion of the spray arm which ensures maximum wash coverage within
the dishwasher. The rotation speed is approximately 65rpm, giving the best wash results available.

13 plate settings:
The symbols show the number of plate settings of the dishwasher.

FlexiDuo:
The FlexiDuo 3rd cutlery basket allows you to arrange cutlery or small cups, ladles, or bulky utensils however you like: it consists of
two separate and moveable modules.

TOTAL AQUASTOP:
In addition to the partial Aquastop protection present in all Smeg dishwashers, some models have an electronic device fitted to the
water intake hose, which monitors water levels in the machine, detects leaks in the hose and switches off the water supply
immediately when necessary.

DELAY TIMER:
A delay timer can postpone the start of the programme by up to 24 hours, for convenience and also to take advantage of off-peak
energy periods

FlexiZone:
The new ½ load FlexiZone allows you to wash a reduced load saving energy, water and time and there are no restrictions on where
the items are placed. Traditional half loads allow only one of the baskets to be used. Flexi-Zone can be found on most dishwashers,
as either an option or a programme depending on the model.

AQUATEST:
An electronic infrared sensor measures the clarity of the water during an Auto programme, and automatically ensures the minimum
consumption of water and energy during the load. Models with Aquatest will have at least one Auto programme.

QUICK TIME:
The Quick Time option can be selected in conjunction with all programmes except the pre-wash in order to reduce the length of the
wash cycle up to 55%. By using higher temperatures and an intense mechanical spray action, Quick Time is able to save valuable
time.

FLEXITABS:
Regardless of the type of detergent used, the wash cycle adjusts to give the best possible results every time.

Soak programme:
The soak programme provides a rinse to prevent dirt from drying.

CRYSTAL:
The crystal cycle is a particular programme designed especially for delicate dishes with light dirt.

Eco:
Eco, this economic wash programme uses a low amount of water and energy in order to provide the most environmentally friendly
cleaning option.

RAPID 27 MINS:
A new quick programme which takes just 27 minutes, suitable for a lightly soiled load.

Delicate Quick:
A quick programme ideal for delicate loads.

Eco:
Eco, this economic wash programme uses a low amount of water and energy in order to provide the most environmentally friendly
cleaning option.

Normal Quick:
A quick programme ideal for loads without stubborn dirt or dried on residue.

Auto 45°- 65°:
The auto programme regulates the length of a cycle depending on the need for a pre-wash and the number of rinses required.

HYCLEAN:
When the HYCLEAN option (or Ultracleanse programme) is selected, the dishwasher performs a final 10 minute rinse at a high
temperature of 70°C, eliminating virtually all bacteria to achieve the highest possible standards of cleanliness. The Hyclean option
can be selected with almost all cycles at temperatures above 50°C.

Super Quick:
The super Quick programme is suitable for removing stubborn dirt fast.
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